FOR THE CONTRACT MARKET

Supplier of unique comfort
From check-in to check-out, from galley to bridge – through Ekornes, you
can furnish every space with the legendary Stressless® comfort.
We supply recliners, dining chairs, mattresses, beds and sofas that can be
tailored to your specific project and interior design concept, both on land
and at sea. From bold and daring to classic and elegant – we have what you
are looking for, made in Norway to the highest standards of excellence.
We have supplied furniture to public and private sector clients around the
world for many years. The durability and comfort of our products have
been well proven. We offer good guarantees in advance, while you collect
the gratitude of employees and guests in arrears.

Stressless® Mayfair Cross.
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Stressless® Mint Low (L) w/armrest, D200
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100% Clean energy
We are from a beautiful place surrounded by majestic mountains, deep fjords
and waterfalls all reminding us to protect this inspiring environment around us.
100% of the power supplied to our Stressless factories in Norway come from
hydropower; a renewable energy source generated by an endless water cycle.
When you purchase Stressless furniture, you are not only investing in your
comfort but also making a sustainable and responsible choice.
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Offer your guests
the best
When we introduced the Stressless® Dining range, we
had one goal in mind – to offer armchair comfort in a
dining chair. All our Stressless® dining chairs have a
moveable back and seat, which does wonders for the
dining experience. We also have robust, less sophisticated
models that are well suited to frequent use.
Our clients include exclusive brasseries, rustic hostelries,
shipboard restaurants and public cafeterias. The diversity
of our collection means we always have a dining chair that
suits your particular environment and your guests.
Stressless® Vanilla Low (L) w/armrest, D350.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, D200
Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, D100
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Good taste in a chair
Have you ever sat in such a comfortable dining chair
that you don’t want to leave the table quite yet?
Everyone who works in the hotel and restaurant
business knows that the food is only part of the overall
experience when a meal is served. The lighting has to be
right, the sounds pleasant and, not least, the furniture
must create the right feeling. From the moment your
guests sit down until the dessert plates are cleared
away, the seating contributes to the overall experience.
And remember – cafeterias are no exception!
Stressless® Rosemary Low (L), D300
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Stressless® Laurel Low (L), D300
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Our Stressless® Dining chairs are
also a popular choice for conference
rooms.

2 A wooden base creates an exclusive
and warm atmosphere. Note the
comfortable armrests as well.

3 Different bases can create entirely

different visual expressions. Legs in
black powder coated steel create a neat
and airy look.

4 Stressless® Dining chairs are

available in a large selection of fabric
and leather covers as our other
Stressless® models. Here combined
with the D400 base.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, D400
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Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, D200
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Stressless® Laurel High (L), D200

2

1 Furniture in leather and dark oak are perfect in rustic

surroundings. Our chairs can be tailored to any environment.
2 Why not mix fabric and leather in the same room? In light,

modern surroundings, a cognac-coloured leather is a clear
favourite. It goes well with neutral grey tones.
3 Are you looking for a bolder choice of colour? No problem!

Our fabrics are easy to keep clean and are extremely
hard-wearing.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, D200
1
3
Stressless® Laurel Low and High, D300

Create your own Stressless®
There are more than 1,500 different possible combinations of colours, fabrics and leather in our collection.
A wide range of bases and chair models means you can create precisely the chair you are looking for. Will it
be a conference room chair, multipurpose chair, office chair, dining chair or waiting room chair? That is
entirely up to you, your imagination and your vision. But whatever you choose, you can be certain that it
will have the exceptional quality that Ekornes is famous for.
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The recliner that says “welcome”
A luxurious, comfortable recliner sends a clear signal that “you are welcome here”. Whether it is in a
public space, the lobby or a hotel room, it will become an instant favourite of those whose work or leisure
takes them there.
Stressless® recliners are among the most well-respected and well-known brands in the furniture market
worldwide. They have unique functions, like the Plus™ system, which provides optimal support for the
neck and lumbar region, and BalanceAdapt™, which adjusts the angle of the chair’s seat and back to your
movements. This innovative mechanism creates subtle tilting movements that provide a feeling of
weightlessness and the chance to lie almost horizontally.

Stressless® Rome Cross High Back.
Stressless® Urban Cross (S) Table.

Different environments demand different functions and visual expressions. That is why we offer a wide
range of Stressless® recliners, whose design ranges from the classic and timeless to the modern and
dynamic. You choose the base according to your taste and needs, and several models can be supplied
with either a low or high back. All of them, however, provide a level of quality and comfort we believe is
hard to match. See all our recliners at stressless.com.

Stressless® Metro Star High Back.
Stressless® Urban Star (S) Table.
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Stressless® Paris Star
Low Back.

Stressless® Tokyo Original
Adjustable headrest.

Stressless® Erik Signature
Adjustable headrest.

Stressless® Rome Cross
Low Back.
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Stressless® sofa
– where people get together
A space with a sofa sends a clear message: this is a place
for people to get together. For a long period of time we’ve
been a complete supplier of furniture to both public and
private sector clients, we know what it takes for your
next seating arrangement to fulfil this function. Not only
does the design need to be inviting, it needs to be
superbly comfortable to sit in.
Stressless® sofas come in a wide range of designs, colours
and materials, which makes them the perfect addition in
any environment, whether it is a hotel room, break room
or reception area.

Stressless® Copenhagen

Stressless® Copenhagen
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Our chairs and sofas have design details
that make them easy to group in a myriad
of combinations, depending on the space
and your functional requirements.

3

Stressless® Ella sofa.
Stressless® Urban Star (S) Table.
Stressless® Erik Signature.
Stressless® Mint Home Office chair.
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Where peace
reigns
In their hotel room, guests should
be able to kick back and experience
undisturbed peace. That makes the
furniture even more important.

Stressless® Laurel High, D300.

Stressless® Copenhagen sofa.
Stressless® Rome Cross Adjustable headrest.
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Stressless® Rome Cross Low Back.
Stressless® Urban Star (S) Table.
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Ekornes supplies everything you need – from
Svane® mattresses and beds to Stressless®
dining chairs, recliners and sofas. There is a
wide range of designs to choose from, but all
our furniture has one thing in common: proper
Norwegian craftsmanship, built to last for
generations and with comfort and functionality
that only we provide. That is something both
you and your guests will appreciate.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L), Home Office

Stressless® Emma 600 sofa.

Stressless® Metro Star Adjustable Headrest.
Stressless® Urban Star (L) Table.
Stressless® Laurel High, D300
Svane® Bed.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L) with armrest, D300.
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Good nights give
better days
Did you know that Ekornes also supplies a good night’s
sleep? Svane® beds and mattresses hold a unique position
in the history of Norwegian furniture. Established in
1937, Svane® was the first Norwegian furniture brand.
Since then, innovation has been our watchword. Today,
for example, Svane® supplies mattresses made with the
unique material IntelliGel®. All our mattresses have the
DuoSystem®, in other words a firm side and a soft side.
We have adjustable beds, divan beds and mattresses.
And, of course, everything is available in the furniture
fabric that can be matched to your interior décor.

Stressless® Tokyo Star Adjustable Headrest Recliner.
Stressless® Urban Star (S) Table.
Stressless® Laurel High, D300,
Svane® Bed.
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Stressless® Tokyo Star Low Back.
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Comfort on board
Dining chairs from the Stressless® Dining range offer
a level of comfort reminiscent of our famed recliners.
That is why they have become so popular in both
exclusive restaurants and more relaxed seating areas
on board ship.
What could be better than leaning back in comfort
while you enjoy a delicious meal and a beautiful view?
The Stressless® Dining collection consists of a wide
range of models that can easily be customised to fit
into any maritime environment.
Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armlrest, D301.

Stressless® Mint High (L) w/armrest, D100,
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Stressless® Mint Low (L) w/armrest, D200,
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Most modern ships offer the same level of comfort
on board as you would find on shore. When Havila
Kystruten, one of the companies sailing the iconic
Norwegian coastal route between Bergen and
Kirkenes, wanted to furnish its restaurants with
modern, Norwegian dining chairs, they chose high
quality, locally produced furniture from the
Stressless® Dining range.
Now, cruise passengers can enjoy breakfast or a
gourmet meal in stylish, modern surroundings,
while the beautiful Norwegian coast passes
outside the window. Stressless® comfort is
renowned worldwide, and your guests and
employees deserve to be met with the best that
Norway has to offer.
Stressless® Mint High, D200,

Stressless® Mint High (L) w/armrest, D200,

Our collection offers more than 1,500
different combinations of colours,
fabrics and leather.
A wide variety of bases and chair models
ensures you can create precisely the
chair you are looking for.
See Page 10 for a presentation of all
the different legs available, or visit
stressless.com.

Stressless® Mint High w/armrest, D100,
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Stressless® Laurel Low, D300,
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Stressless® Aura Signature.

Stressless® recliners
A luxurious, comfortable recliner sends a clear signal
that “you are welcome here”. Whether it is in a public
space, a break room, a guest cabin or on the bridge, it
will be an instant favourite of those whose work or
leisure takes them there.
Stressless® recliners are among the most well-respected
and well-known brands in the furniture market worldwide.
They have unique functions, like the Plus™ system, which
provides optimal support for the neck and lumbar
region, and BalanceAdapt™, which adjusts the angle of
the chair’s seat and back to your movements.
Stressless® Tokyo Original Adjustable headrest

Stressless® Metro Star Low Back.
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Tailor the chair to
your environment
Stressless® Tokyo Star High Back.

Stressless® Tokyo Home Office Low Back.

Different environments demand different
functions and visual expressions. That is why
we offer a wide range of Stressless® recliners,
whose design ranges from the classic and
timeless to the modern and dynamic.
You choose the base according to your taste
and needs, and several models can be supplied
with either a low or high back. All of them,
however, provide a level of quality and comfort
that we believe is hard to match.
See all our recliners at stressless.com.

Stressless® Rome Star Low Back.

Stressless® Metro Cross Adjustable headrest.
Stressless® Dover Signature.
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Stressless® Arion A10 sofa.

Stressless® sofas
A space with a sofa sends a clear
message: this is a place for people to get
together.
For a long period of time we’ve been a
complete supplier of furniture to both
public and private sector clients, we
know what it takes for your next seating
arrangement to fulfil this function. Not
only does the design need to be inviting,
it needs to be superbly comfortable to
sit in.
Stressless® sofas come in a wide range
of designs, colours and covers, which
makes them the perfect for use on
board ships.
Some choose to furnish the crew cinema
with the ultimate in sitting comfort from
Stressless® Home Cinema. This example
is from one of Havila Kystruten’s new
vessels.
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Ekornes City Style sofa.

Stressless® Emma 600 sofa with LongSeat.
Stressless® Metro Star High Back recliner.

Sofas from Ekornes have
become a popular choice in
maritime environments, often
combined with the seafarers’
favourite: an authentic
Stressless® recliner.
We also supply a number of
compact sofas suitable for use
in cabins.

Ekornes City Style sofa.
Stressless® Arion A20 sofa.
Stressless® Metro Star High Back recliner.
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Stressless® Metro Star High Back.

Stressless® Mint Low (L) w/armrest, D200.

In their cabins, guests or crew members should be able to kick back and experience undisturbed peace.
And cabins need not be any less attractively furnished than what you would find on shore. Ekornes
supplies everything you need, from Svane® mattresses and beds to Stressless® dining chairs, recliners and
sofas. There is a wide range of designs to choose from, but all our furniture has one thing in common:
proper Norwegian craftsmanship, built to cope with rough use when needed. Our furniture lasts for
generations, with a comfort and functionality that only we provide.

Ekornes City Life sofa.
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Good nights in the cabin
Svane® beds and mattresses hold a unique position in the history
of Norwegian furniture. Established in 1937, Svane® was the first
Norwegian furniture brand. Since then, innovation has been our
watchword. Today, for example, Svane® supplies mattresses made
with the unique material IntelliGel®. All our mattresses have the
DuoSystem®, in other words a firm side and a soft side.

Ekornes City Life sofa.
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Stressless® Laurel Low and High, D300.
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The first impression visitors get of your institution
comes from the reception area or lobby. It should
inspire confidence, radiate quality and provide an
opportunity to relax.
Sofas and recliners from Stressless® have an enduring
quality that creates a sense of wellbeing. At the same
time, they come in a wide range of designs that fulfil
different functions.

Stressless® Fiona Wood sofa.
Stressless® Urban Cross (L) Table.
Stressless® Rosemary Low (L), D300,
Stressless® Rosemary Low (L) with armrest, D300,
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Good meetings
in good chairs
When important decisions are to be made, or
lengthy processes must be undertaken, it is
worth investing in furniture that can stand up to
prolonged use. Chairs with moveable seats and
backs provide the pinnacle of sitting comfort
and reduce meeting fatigue.
Chairs from Ekornes have the functions you are
looking for, in addition to a wealth of choice in
designs and colours. It is no coincidence that
you will find them everywhere, from large
conference rooms to small waiting rooms
worldwide.

Stressless® Laurel Low, D300.

Stressless® Mint Low (L), D100.
Stressless® Bordeaux Table (L).
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There are more than 1,500 different
possible combinations of colours,
fabrics and leather in our collection.
A wide range of bases and chair models
means you can create precisely the
chair you are looking for. Will it be a
conference room chair, multipurpose
chair, office chair, dining chair or waiting
room chair? That is entirely up to you,
your imagination and your vision.
See Page 10 for a presentation of all
the different legs available, or visit
stressless.com.

Stressless® Chillil High (L) w/armrest, D400.

A base with casters and a full 360-degree
swivel function provides freedom of movement
and helps promote a creative meeting place.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L) w/armrest, Home Office.
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Stressless® Laurel Low (L), D300.
Stressless® Bordeaux Table (L).
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The waiting area should create a calm
impression, so comfortable seating is
important. The Stressless® brand is
your guarantee of visitor wellbeing.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L), D300.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L), D300.
Stressless® Urban Star (S) Table.

Stressless® Laurel Low (L), D300.
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A luxurious, comfortable recliner sends a
clear signal that “you are welcome here”.
Whether it is in a public space, the lobby
or a conference room, it will become an
instant favourite of those who work there
or are just visiting.
Stressless® recliners are among the most
well-respected and well-known brands in
the furniture market worldwide. They
have unique functions, like the Plus™
system, which provides optimal support
for the neck and lumbar region, and
BalanceAdapt™, which adjusts the angle
of the chair’s seat and back to your
movements.
See all our recliners at stressless.com
Stressless® Mayfair Classic Power™.

Stressless® Metro Cross Adjustable Headrest.

Stressless® Rome Cross Low Back.
Stressless® Urban Cross (L) Table.
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Stressless® Metro Star Low Back.
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Sosial meeting place
A space with a sofa sends a clear message: this is a place for people
to get together. For a long period of time we’ve been a complete
supplier of furniture to both public and private sector clients, we
know what it takes for your next seating arrangement to fulfil this
function. Not only does the design need to be inviting, it needs to
be superbly comfortable to sit in.
Stressless® sofas come in a wide range of designs, colours and
covers, which makes them the perfect addition in any environment,
whether it is a staff break room or public waiting area.
See all our models at stressless.com

Stressless® Copenhagen.
Stressless® Urban Cross (S) Table.

Ekornes Ideal Small.
Stressless® Urban Cross (L) Table.
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1 An informal corner unit can function as both a

place to gather and an alternative space for small
meetings.
2 In the staff area, many people prefer sofas to

traditional dining chairs, to create a cosy, sociable
atmosphere.
3 It is easy to combine Stressless® recliners and

sofas in the same interior décor, thanks to a huge
choice of designs, bases and covers. Several sofas
also have recliners in the same series.
4 In recent years, public spaces have taken on a

more colourful look. With Ekornes, you get quality
sofas in easy to care for, hard-wearing materials in a
Stressless® Copenhagen.

variety of different colors.
3

Stressless® Fiona sofa.
Stressless Paris Star Adjustable Headrest recliner.
®

2

4
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Ekornes Ideal puff P70.
Ekornes City Life sofa.

Ekornes Ideal Small sofa.
Ekornes Ideal puff C90.
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Take a seat and relax. When you do this in Stressless® furniture we hope you’ll notice the difference between our
furniture and everything else. The difference lies in our patented comfort technologies. BalanceAdapt™. Power™.
Plus™-system. Glide™-system.
Our vision is to create recliners, sofas, office chairs and dining chairs that provide perfect support while replicating
the body’s every movement. Add in the ability to select between three recliner sizes or tailor a sofa with low back,
high back and headrest options and the result is a level of fit and comfort one can only feel when spending time in
Stressless® furniture.
Plus-System™ Plus-System™

Plus-System™

Plus-System™
Plus-System™

Plus-System™

Power
Leg™
Plus-System™

Power™
Power Leg™

Sam
& Scott
BalanceAdapt™
Power™

Whether you sit up or lie down, the Plus™ System provides optimal
comfort and support for your head and lumbar region. The sleep
function is controlled with a simple hand movement to make your
comfortable moments even better.
S - M - L Ottoman

Ottoman
BalanceAdapt™

BalanceAdapt™
BalanceAdapt™

BalanceAdapt™

BalanceAdapt™
Sam BalanceAdapt™
& Scott

Power Leg™
Plus-System™

Power™

M - L Power S - M - L

S - BalanceAdapt™
M-L

M - L Power

ErgoAdapt™
Emily Power™

BalanceAdapt™
BalanceAdapt™

S-M-L

BalanceAdapt™
BalanceAdapt™
Ottoman

M - L Power
Starbase
S-M-L

Plus-System™

EmmaErgoAdapt™
Power™

Lucy & ErgoAdapt™
Mary Power™

Lucy & Mary Power™

Dining

Dining

Emma
Power™
Emily
Power™

Lucy & Mary Power™
Emily Power™

ErgoAdapt™
Plus-System™

Plus-System™

Emily Power™
ErgoAdapt™
Emma Power™

Lucy & Mary Power™
ErgoAdapt™
Emily
Power™

Emma Power™

BalanceAdapt™

BalanceAdapt™

Lucy & Mary Power™

Sam & Scott

ErgoAdapt™
Emma Power™

Emma Power™

M - L Power

Emily Power™

Power Leg™

Power™

ErgoAdapt™
Emma Power™

ErgoAdapt™

Emma Power™

Sam & Scott

Emma Power™

When sitting down, ErgoAdapt™ provides a soft landing and total
comfort with a seat that automatically adjusts to your position
and smallest movements. When lying down, the sofa turns
completely
flat forS -best
M - L possibleMrest.
Ottoman
- L Power

The unique Stressless® Dining chair responds to your body’s
movements and automatically adjusts the seat and back position,
without levers or handles. This comfort enables you to maximize
your quality time with friends and family. Enjoy!
Emily Power™

With the best quality materials, environmentally friendly processes and an uncompromising focus on
comfort, our machines and people work together to create furniture that will live with you through
a lifetime. When you sit down and appreciate how genuine Stressless® furniture feels, you will know.

Dining

Dining

Starbase S-M-L

When you sit down in a sofa with ComfortZones™ the back part
of the cushion will give in more than the front part of the cushion.
As a result of this, the seat cushion will angle slightly, giving you a
comfortable position of your legs while seated.
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Power™

Optimal comfort is also about unique design options.
Our Star and Original base models come in 3 different options, Low, Adjustable and High back.

Emma Power™

With a light pressure on the right side of the seat cushion, Power™
adjusts both the footrest and the back angle. This combination
provides superb support and comfort.
ErgoAdapt™

Power Leg™

M - L Power

Lucy & Mary Power™
Emily Power™

M - L Power

Emma Power™
S-M-L
M - L Power

Ottoman
-M-L
M - LSPower

BalanceAdapt™
SOttoman
-M-L

Starbase S-M-L

S-M-L

M - L Power

Optimal
comfortStarbase
is also
about correct size. Most
of our recliners
Dining
Dining
S-M-L
therefore come in small, medium and large, for you to find your
perfect fit.
Dining

M - L Power

Sam & Scott

Dining

Starbase S-M-L
Dining

Starbase S-M-L

Starbase S-M-L

Ottoman

Power™ is easily operated by the remote control, the motorized
ErgoAdapt™
Emily Power™
Lucy
& Mary
Power™
Emily
Power™
Lucy & Mary Power™
functions
offer truly outstanding
comfort
in all positions,
small
Power Leg™
Power™
Sam & Scott
Power™
Sam & Scott
Sam & Scott
adjustments can make a big difference. Take comfort to the next
level with optional extras including built-in heating and massage
S-M-L
Ottoman
BalanceAdapt™
BalanceAdapt™
functions.

M - L Power

Starbase S-M-L

S-M-L

Sam Power™
& Scott

Sam & Scott

S-M-L

Ottoman

Power™
Lucy Emily
& Mary
Power™

Lucy & Mary Power™
BalanceAdapt™

Power™

Sam & Scott

Ottoman
BalanceAdapt™

alanceAdapt™

Dining

Sam
& Scott
Power
Leg™

With a light pressure under the armrest, Power™ adjusts both the
Starbase S-M-L
Dining
Starbase
S-M-LDining
footrest and
the back angle. This
combination
provides superb
Plus-System™
Plus-System™
Plus-System™
Power Leg™
Plus-System™
Plus-System™
Power Leg™
Power™
Plus-System™
support and comfort.

Power Leg™

ttoman

Power™
Plus-System™

Ottoman
BalanceAdapt™

Power Leg™
Power™

With BalanceAdapt™, subtle rocking motions enhance the feeling
of total balance. These movements usually make all the difference
between a good seat and a fantastic one.

Plus-System™
Plus-System™

PowerPlus-System™
Leg™

ErgoAdapt™

Our Stressless® production is certified in accordance with ISO 9001: 2015 for quality management
and ISO 14001: 2015 for environmental management.
All our products are tested in accordance with the requirements given in Norwegian Furniture Facts.

5 years warranty for manufacturing defects for products to the contract market. Ekornes Contract’s general warranty terms
are valid. Any replacement products to be delivered Incoterms 2010 FCA Industrivegen 1, 6222 Ikornnes.

Emma Power™
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We care about the world around us. Our wooden offcuts are regenerated into
heating our factory and any surplus heat is used for district heating for homes
and the local outdoor pool. Even our simple efforts such as using recycled
materials for packaging and using leftover foam for armrests and footrests
are all contributing to making a difference. Our more complicated closed loop
system allows us to clean the steel without releasing toxins and our use of
water-based paints and lacquers have the same benefit. It doesn’t save the
world – but it makes a difference. For us and the generations to come.

Ekornes AS avd. Contract
Industrivegen 1
N-6222 Ikornnes Norway
+47 70 25 52 00
ekornes-contract.com
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Because we care

